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Using this CD on a daily basis for 30 days has produced wonderful results for many people. As
you continue to play this over and over, the ideas are repeated and permeate your
consciousness to help shift thinking patterns. May you have the success that so many others
have had. Louise discusses how resentment, criticism, and guilt create and maintain illness. She
shows that forgiveness is the key to releasing resentment, and resolving diseases such as
cancer. Louise also presents a loving visualization with soothing music, aimed at changing old
attitudes of long-held resentment and dissolving disease. This material is excellent for
practitioners and therapists who treat people with cancer.

About the AuthorLouise Hay was an inspirational teacher who educated millions since the 1984
publication of her bestseller You Can Heal Your Life, which has more than 50 million copies in
print worldwide. Renowned for demonstrating the power of affirmations to bring about positive
change, Louise was the author of more than 30 books for adults and children, including the
bestsellers The Power Is Within You and Heal Your Body. In addition to her books, Louise
produced numerous audio and video programs, card decks, online courses, and other
resources for leading a healthy, joyous, and fulfilling life. Websites: www.louisehay.com,
www.healyourlife.com, and www.facebook.com/louiselhay
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Misha's Mom, “Cancer Changed. I was diagnosed with ultrasound as having uterine fibroids. I
waited for five years to have anything done about it. They were just lumps with no negative
consequences except discomfort, right??? Well, I finally decided to have them removed just to
improve my quality of life. Turns out they were lumps of one malignant ovarian cancer tumor that
had grown throughout my intestines. I had ovarian cancer. When it was removed, fortunately by
the expert surgeon I'd chosen, it weighed 7+ pounds.I must say that before surgery I went to a
Phillipine Psychic Surgeon. She did several healings for me and used her hands to enter my
abdomen to contain the tumors, an interesting experience. She told me she could not remove
them, but that she could contain them so that a Medical Surgeon could remove them easily. I
agreed to that treatment. I do believe she was helpful to me in her work, and enabled my healing
to begin.I had surgery not long after. My surgeon was surprised to find that all of the malignant
tumor he was extracting was easily separated from the other organs to which it had been
attached, or "stuck." Still, the surgery was major, and I was in the hospital for 14 days
recovering.I used Louise Hay's recordings daily to heal myself. I worked through all of her ideas,
and in the end, I was cured. Surgery, yes. Chemo, no. Radiation. no.Thank you, Louise. No
treatment after surgery because I was able to change my mind with your recordings. Thank you
so much. I am fine.Today, 4/08/2013. No trace of cancer. My life, however has turned upside
down. This was a real turning point for me. I lost many people I'd thought of as friends, and
gained a whole new group of people. My husband left, and I have a new relationship. I was never
expecting these kinds of changes, but they are all good, and I am finally happier than I ever
thought I could be. So, for me, it worked out well. I hope it does for you, too.Cancer free since
2001p.s. The Psychic Surgeon I visited, Connie Arismende, has since died. Her son, Medde
Arismende carries on her work. Google him if you like.Bless you, Louise.”

Auntie-Nanuuq, “Sent As a Gift. Sent to a friend as a gift... I only wish it was available in
Spanish.  But it was well received & she is happy with it!”

opalotus, “VERY INFORMATIVE & HELPFUL FOR PEOPLE WITH CANCER. I THINK THAT
THIS CD IS WONDERFUL. IT CAME TO ME AT A VERY IMPORTANT TIME IN MY LIFE WHEN
MY DAUGHTER WAS DIAGNOSED WITH CANCER & IT WAS VERY HELPFUL FOR ME TO
HERE ALL THE POSITIVE AFFIRMATIONS & FACTS ABOUT HOW LOUISE HAY HEALED
HER SELF OF THIS DISEASE. IT GAVE ME HOPE & I'VE SHARED IT WITH OTHERS
INCLUDING MY DAUGHTER.”

Linda, “loving it. This is a wonderful CD. Ms. Hay has a very beautiful voice and her power comes
through and I felt reminded of what I hold within. GO Louise Hay!!!!!!!!!!!Thank you”

Cheryllru22, “If you have cancer, you must listen to this cd. Louise has such a calming energy



and helps you to release any negative energy you have surrounding your health. I highly
recommend anyone with cancer or even without to get this cd. She is truly HEALING.”

Shila, “Louise is a trailblazer. Louise Hays teachings have changed my life for the better; along
with the Abraham teachings; very similar.So thankful to have discovered her years ago & try to
remember on a daily basis!”

C. Golightly, “... of coming across as genuine and this CD is great for someone going through
cancer. The late Louise Hay has a way of coming across as genuine and this CD is great for
someone going through cancer.”

J. M. Herdman, “Another wonderful Louise Hay product :)). What can I say? Louise Hay is truly
inspirational and puts you immediately at ease. She has wise words that really inspire and make
absolute sense. Can't put into word what this amazing lady has done to change my whole way of
thinking”

chemistrykaren, “Inspiring, soothing, comforting - everything you need when .... Inspiring,
soothing, comforting - everything you need when you're a bit panicky. The tone might
occasionally be a trifle syrupy for the British palate, but if you ignore that, and harness her ideas,
Louise works wonders.”

Ms. Paula Regan, “calm. This is a lovely recording of louises soft but firm affirmations on life. Her
voice is powerful but gentle and the positive reflections are calming.”

Phil, “Five Stars. Arrived on time - your mind can play a big part in your healing process well
worth trying this”

The book by Loch Kelly has a rating of  5 out of 4.3. 59 people have provided feedback.
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